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Languages with fixed stress accents display a variety of positional rules.
The initial syllable is stressed, for example, in Icelandic, Gaelic, Czech
and Hungarian; the second syllable in some Amerindian languages; the
final syllable in Armenian and many Turkic languages; the penultimate
syllable in Welsh, Polish, and generally in the Bantu languages; the
antepenultimate in Macedonian. Some languages show varying degrees
of departure from the norm (generally connected with grammatical fac-
tors); and, as even the above selection illustrates, the rules may differ
within a genetic group, thus implying changes of rule within the history
of a given language. In Armenian also internal evidence points to an
earlier penultimate stress.'
In some other languages the position of the accent, though fixed,
is subject to more complex rules, and Latin is a well-known example of
this type. Although it is commonly referred to as the 'penultimate'
rule, the penultimate syllable is in fact only stressed (in words of more
than two syllables^) if it is heavy, that is, if the syllable contains a long
vowel or has a closing consonant, as re.la.tus or re.fec.tus: otherwise
the stress falls on the antepenultimate, whether heavy or light, as
no.mi.na, cbr.po.ra, do. minus (and for this reason this type of accent
will be referred to throughout as 'penultimate' in quotation marks). By
this rule the final syllable is never stressed, and indeed its non-
involvement may be seen as even more completely exclusive. The
condition for the accentuation of a light (antepenultimate) syllable in
Latin is that it must be followed by a light; the fact that a light
'On Celtic and on Balto-Slavic cf. J. Kurylowitz, Problemes de linguistiqiw iiuio-
eiiropeenne (Wroclaw 1977), pp. 219 note 62, 223 ff.
^Disyllables require special consideration, and might best be treated in the context
of a theory mentioned in the following note.
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penultimate is not stressed even if the final is light (e.g. *facile) could
therefore be interpreted to mean that the final not only is itself unac-
centable but also may not participate in the accentual environment.^
The few exceptions to the non-accentuation of the final syllable
result from historical shortenings by contraction, syncope, or apocope
of words in which the accent was formerly penultimate: thus e.g.
audfuit > audft, fumauit > Jumat, nostratis > nostras, tanto-ne > tanton,
illfce > illfc, illince > illinc (cf. Priscian, 2. 128-30; 3. 528 Keil).^ The
result in all such cases is that the stressed final syllable ends with a long
vowel plus a consonant (vc) or a short vowel plus two consonants
(vcc)
.
The 'weakening' of vowels in non-initial syllables in Latin is gen-
erally agreed to reflect a prehistoric initial stress accent, shared with
other Italic dialects, and it is possible that the historic accent first arose
in a secondary role. But, whatever its origin, the attested system,
governed by the 'penultimate' rule, was fully established in its primary
role by the classical period. What is remarkable about this system is
that, in spite of its relative complexity as compared with many others, it
is found, with minor variations, in certain other languages having rather
remote or no genetic connections with Latin.
In Old Indo-Aryan a similar system at some stage replaced the
inherited pitch accent of Vedic, and the rules diff"er from those of Latin
only to the extent that there is an even greater preference for the stress
to be carried by a heavy syllable: thus a light syllable is stressed only if
it is initial in a word containing no heavy syllable before the final: e.g.
Sanskrit bharami, bharanti, bharati, udvejayatr' duhitaram.^ It is as if the
accent, starting with the penultimate syllable, 'seeks' a heavy syllable as
its carrier, and settles on a light initial only faute de mieux. In its pro-
gress through the middle (Prakrit) period to the modern languages.
'l have elsewhere suggested {Vox Latina, [2nd ed. Cambridge 1978], pp. 91 ff.; cf.
also J. Kurylowitz, "Latin and Germanic Metre," English and Germanic Studies 2 [1949],
pp. 34 ff., repr. Esquisses Linguistiques I, [2nd ed. Mlinchen 1973], pp. 281 flF.; Problemes
de linguislique indo-europeenne [above, note 1], pp. 220 ff.) that in Latin two light syllables
may form an accentual 'matrix', just as one heavy: in which case in e.g. facile the
second syllable carries the coda of the accent (thus ./ac/V^' as e.g. facetus), so that in *fac'ile
the final syllable would form part of the matrix. This analysis is not essential to the
present discussion (though for Latin it would justify the removal of the quotation marks
from 'penultimate').
''See M. Leumann, Lateinische Laiit- und Formenlehre, (Miinchen 1977), p. 239.
^In Indo-Aryan there is no short e or o; in Roman transcriptions length of these
vowels is therefore not generally indicated: I have however marked it throughout be-
cause of its prosodic significance.
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Indo-Aryan has undergone a number of consonantal and vocalic 'weak-
enings', with the result that an earlier antepenultimate stress often
comes to stand on the penultimate (e.g. upadehikd '"white ant' > Prak-
rit uvadehT > Marwari udef) and a penultimate on the final (e.g. Skt.
carmakara- 'cobbler' > Pkt. camma(y)ara- > Hindi camar; vyakhyana-
'explanation' > vakkharja- > bakhan; taravah- 'sword' > talvar, e\c.)J
The latter are reminiscent of cases like Jumat and iltic in Latin; but in
Indo-Aryan the examples are much more numerous, and they seem
moreover to be more than just historical anomalies. It has been sug-
gested by Hyman^ that one criterion for the synchronic, 'psychological
reality' of a phonological rule might be whether it applied productively
to recent loan-words from other languages. In this case it may be
significant that in Hindi borrowings from Persian such as dfvdn 'court',
sardar 'officer' the same final stressing of -vc applies as in native Hindi
words. The sequence -vc creates what one could term an 'overweight'
syllable, since it contains a consonant in addition to the required v. It
is thus of interest that the same rule applies to words like pasand
'choice', daraxt 'tree', with final -vcc, since these also could be
regarded as overweight, containing a consonant additional to the
required vc. It might be argued that in such words it is simply a case of
the original Persian accent (normally final) being preserved: but again
there are indications that there is more to it than this. For in Persian
loans like kamar 'waist' the accent has been shifted in accordance with
the basic 'penultimate' rule of Hindi, just as also in hotal from English
hotel; and in agast from Eng. August the accent has been shifted in
accordance with the overweight-final rule. Similarly, if the Hindi
derivative of a penultimately stressed Old Indo-Aryan word, through
the process of apocope, would come to have final stress on a non-
overweight syllable, the accent is shifted accordingly: thus e.g. Skt.
vilamba- 'delay' > bilam.
The accentual rules of classical Arabic^ seem to have been virtu-
ally identical with those of the modern Indo-Aryan languages like
^As opposed to Vedic pitch accentuations bharami, duhitaram, etc.
^For references to various discussions of the Indo-Aryan stress accent see my Ac-
cent and Rhythm, (Cambridge 1973), pp. 157 fT.
^Larry M. Hyman, Phonology: Theory and Analysis (New York 1975), p. 66.
^These are in fact reconstructed from the modern dialects, and some Arabists
prefer to speak of the 'historic stage common to the dialects' (H. Birkeland, Stress Pat-
terns in Arabic [Avh. Norske Videnskaps-Ak. i Oslo, II Hist.-Fil. Ki, 1954, no. 3], p. 9) or
'koine' (C. A. Ferguson, Review of Birkeland, Language 32 [1956], p. 386): on the
modern rules cf. my Accent and Rhythm (above, note 7), pp. 157, 165. There is inevitably
some diversity of opinion about details of the reconstructed system, but the rules as stat-
ed here reflect the most general consensus.
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Hindi, including the 'backward seeking''^ (e.g. mukatabatun, darabatak,
like Hindi [and Skt.] kamalim, etc.) and the stressing of overweight
finals, as e.g. kitab (thus stressed also as a loan-word in Hindi) or
(jarabt. It has been suggested that (pre-pausal) nominal forms like kitab
('book') should be considered as derived (descriptively) from the con-
text form kitabu(n), to which the basic 'penultimate' rule applies. But
there are other indications of the validity of the overweight-final rule,
similar to those in Indo-Aryan. Words which in classical Arabic end in
v*^ (long vowel plus glottal stop) in prepausal position lose the stop in
modern dialects: the accent then recedes in accordance with the
'penultimate' rule (and the final vowel is shortened): thus e.g. $aljra^
'desert' > $aljra. And foreign loan-words and names are subject to the
overweight-final rule: thus Greek kanon^^ 'rule' > kanm, Ion- >
yunan 'Greece', Platon > aflatmp Aristotle (Aristoteles) appears vari-
ously as aristutalfs, aristutalis, or in abbreviated form aristu.
The patterns of English accentuation are less readily subject to
purely phonological rules, but they show an undoubted similarity to
those of Latin, which has often been commented on, as noted by
Chomsky and Halle, '^ who themselves refer to "the essential identity
of [their approximate rule for English verbs and] the rule governing
stress distribution in Latin"; ^"^ even more similar, in their formulation,
is the rule for English nouns. But both rules have, as in Arabic and
Indo-Aryan, to admit stressing of final syllables when these are over-
weight, as e.g. in verbal decide, collapse (with final vc or vcc) and nomi-
nal machine, cheroot (with final vc). In spite of their heroic attempts to
reduce English stress to general rules, there remain very numerous
exceptions to Chomsky and Halle's formulations, and there have been
many attempts to improve on them. But, as stated by Goyvaerts and
Pullum, "there are too many unresolved issues and unexplored possi-
bilities arising out of SPE's third chapter for anyone to be able to have
''^Though D. A. Abdo, "Stress and Arabic Phonology" (Diss. University of Illinois,
1969), p. 70, maintains that (as in Latin) it did not recede beyond the antepenultimate.
'*At the time of borrowing the Greek accent will have been stressed (replacing the
classical pitch accent around 300 ad); as a corollary, significant vowel length had been
lost: vowels in open stressed syllables were longer than others. But there are various
distortions in the process of borrowing into Arabic.
'^I have also encountered this in India as a secondary loan, with the same accentua-
tion (Marwari aphlatun, in the sense of 'a conceited person').
'^See N. Chomsky and M. Halle, The Sound Pattern of English (New York 1968), p.
59, n. 3.
"•p. 70, n. 15 (above, note 13).
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the last word about English stress for very long."^^ This opinion is still
modestly cited by L. Guierre in his Essai of 1979:'^ but the detailed
tables provided in that work show up at least a general statistical ten-
dency behind the 'approximate' rule of Chomsky and Halle. Thus,
from Tables 72, 77 (pp. 367, 373, with inventories pp. 793 ff.): of
non-prefixed disyllables the proportion of final to initial accentuation
for words ending in vc is 103 : 2905 (= c. 3.4% of total), for words
ending in vcc 26 : 245 (= c. 9.9%), for words ending in v 99 : 359 ( =
c. 21.6%), and for words ending in vc 241 : 336 (= c. 41.8%). Though
in no case is final accentuation dominant over initial, the progressive
scale of proportions, with -vc by far the most susceptible to stress, is
interestingly reminiscent of another and apparently quite unconnected
scale of statistical tendencies — in Greek epic verse.
By what is known as Naeke's Law'^ diaeresis is avoided after a
spondaic fourth foot in the hexameters of Callimachus. In Homer,
though there is a strong tendency to this constraint, the rule is much
less rigorously observed (though absolute after the fifth foot), and it is
the nature of the exceptions (numbering around a thousand), of which
the majority are words or combinations of the type (^) ^"",that is here
of interest, with particular reference to the structure of the final syllable
before the diaeresis. By far the most common exception here is the
overweight type -vc; relatively common also are words ending in the
so-called 'long diphthongs', which could be analyzed as vy and so
included in the same category. These two types account for over 90%
of the exceptions. Very much less common is the occurrence of final
v; and most rare of all in this position are the endings vc and vy ('short
diphthong'), the former being the subject of the so-called 'Wernicke's
Law'.^^ The pattern -vcc is too rare in Greek to be significant.
The scale of exceptions to Naeke's Law in Homer is thus -vc
(max.): -v : -vc (min.), the same as for the exceptions to initial accen-
tuation in English non-prefixed disyllables.
The constraints observed by Naeke's Law are presumably con-
nected with rhythmic requirements towards the end of the line, the pre-
'^D. L. Goyvaerts and G. K. Pullum, edd.. Essays on The Sound Pattern of English
(Ghent 1975), p. 204.
'^L. Guierre, Essai sur I'accentiiation en anglais contemporain (Paris 1979), p. 56.
'^A. F. Naei<e, "Callimachi Hecale IV. V," Rheinisches Museum 3 (1835), pp. 516
ff.
'^F. W. Wernicke, ed. Tryphiodonis (1819), p. 173; on its statistical significance,
however, cf. A. M. Devine and L. Stephens, "The Homeric hexameter and a basic prin-
ciple of metrical theory," Classical Philology 1\ (1976), pp. 141 ff.
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cise nature of which need not concern us.'*^ But an explanation of
Wernicke's Law and of the exceptions to Naeke's Law readily suggests
itself. A word of pattern C^) ^ - - ending in vc (including vy) can be
placed in earlier positions in the line if the next word begins with a
vowel, since the final consonant (or glide) will then, in continuous
speech (and in the most artificial cohesion of the verse-line), open the
following syllable, so that the word will effectively end with v, i.e. with
a light syllable. A word ending in v may also be thus placed by the
principle of 'epic correption' (shortening of final long vowels in hiatus).
But a word of this pattern ending in vc (including vy) can practically
only be placed at the fourth-foot diaeresis or at the end of the line;^^
and as Stifler has shown^^ if the end of the line is occupied by another
word of pattern (*-») '^ - - , or by a formula characteristic of end posi-
tion (as e.g. ... monukhas hippous), the fourth-foot position is virtually
imposed on such words if they are to be used as all. For a word ending
in vc will have a heavy final syllable even if (as is usually the case) it is
followed by an initial vowel, since, even after the transfer of the final
consonant to the following initial, the word will still end with v and
therefore with a heavy syllable. One could thus say that words of pat-
tern (y) ^ — are used in the 'avoided' position only in inverse pro-
portion to their potentialities of occurrence elsewhere. A line such as
Iliad \X. 244 is typical of this principle: khoomenos ho t' ariston Akhaion
ouden eteisas, illustrating the different treatment of ariston (-vc) as
u - u and Akhaion (-vc) as '-' - - . What Wernicke's Law says in
effect is that Naeke's Law should not be breached by words like ariston,
which can be used in other environments as in this example.
This explanation of the scale of preferences involved in the
exceptions to Naeke's Law, together with the similarity of that scale to
the scale of preferences for the stressing of English final syllables, may
suggest a new look at final stressing in Arabic and modern Indo-Aryan
as well as in English. In both Arabic and e.g. Hindi the type of syllable
required for final accentuation (and favored in the English case) is the
overweight syllable. In languages where the stress rules are linked to
quantity, there is an evident advantage in this requirement, related to
the Greek case examined above. In continuous speech such syllables
'^I have discussed this question at length in Acceni and Rhythm (above, note 7), pp.
283 ff. (with a brief summary in Vox Graeca l2nd edn., Cambridge 1974], pp. 120 ff., 161
ff.).
^°0n constraints in earlier positions cf. my Accent and Rhythm (above, note 7), p.
291.
^'T. Stifler, "Das Wernickesche Gesetz und die bukolische Diharese,'' Philologusl9
(1924), p. 336.
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will remain constantly heavy (and so accented) regardless of their
environment, i.e. whether the following initial is a consonant or a
vowel; whereas, if final stress were permitted on syllables of type -vc,
the accent would shift according to environment. In Hindi, for exam-
ple, one might have *bandar jatd hai 'the monkey goes' beside bandar
ata hai 'the monkey comes': whereas no such variation occurs if an
accentuation *bandar is excluded. In a word like sardar, on the other
hand, the final quantity, and so accentuation, is unaffected by environ-
ment. The 'penultimate' rule applicable to bandar etc. thus ensures, by
its disregard of the final syllable, that this accent will be constant. We
could then reinterpret the 'penultimate' and overweight-final rules
(excluding the special faute de mieux accentuation of light syllables) in
terms of a single rule: stress the last constantly heavy syllable in the
word.
We now finally return to Latin, viewing its accentual system in
the light of the previous discussion. Here also the 'penultimate' rule
precludes syntagmatic variation in continuous speech, ^^ and, as we have
seen, final accentuation is limited to historical survivals of the type ilttc,
illinc, in all of which the final syllable is of overweight structure. But
there is no synchronic rule in Latin (or Sanskrit) prescribing final
accentuation as in Arabic or modern Indo-Aryan: hbnos, uirtus,
ambages, fades, princeps, for example, follow the 'penultimate' rule.
But there is evidence even in Latin for a feeling that stress on an over-
weight syllable (in words like ilttc), though not synchronically
prescribed, was more acceptable than stress on other types of final syll-
able. For when e.g. (nom. / ace.) *calcari underwent apocope to
*calcar, and the vowel was then regularly shortened before final r, the
accent receded to give the attested calcar; similarly *animdli > animal
— both in accordance with the 'penultimate' rule. It might be argued
that the apocope in such cases was earlier than in e.g. illfc(e) and
antedated the development of the historical accent: but in addition,
when Old Latin aquoT contracts to aquae, the stress is aquae and not
*aquae.
It might therefore seem rather odd that the synchronic rules of
Latin accentuation exclude the stressing of final overweight syllables;
for, as in the other languages discussed, it would be immune to syntag-
matic variation. Indeed, a rule which prescribed this might even be
seen as having a certain paradigmatic advantage; for in words like
honos, uirtus, the stress of the nominative singular would then fall on
^^Elision in Latin (and vowel-sandhi rules in Sanskrit) would be a further source of
syntagmatic accentual variation if final stress were permitted on words ending in a long
vowel.
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the same syllable as in other cases such as honoris, honoribus. Such
forms, however, are relatively few, comprising only some with final s
(or group containing s, as atrox, JeWx, ferens), since before other single
final consonants long vowels were shortened (cf. amor / amoris, and
verbal amem, am^r beside ames). In any event some of those with final
overweight syllables have light corresponding syllables in other cases, as
e.g. arbos / drboris, princeps / principis.
In some anisosyllabic paradigms, as we have seen, the actual rule
too involves shifts of accent (cf. also dominorum / dbminTs and verbal
amamus, amatis / amant)\ but in others it does not — thus e.g. drbos,
princeps above (cf. also cTuium, cTuibus as cTues, and verbal fdciunt as
fdcii). And in all isosyllabic forms the 'penultimate' rule ensures that
the accent is constant: thus e.g. dbminos, dbminTs as dbmino, dbminT,
where an overweight-final rule would require *dominos, *dominTs; simi-
larly verbal dmas, dmant as dmo, dmat, where the final rule would
require *amas, *amant (in the few historical survivals like iltfc, nostras
no paradigmatic variation is involved).
One hesitates to suggest reasons for linguistic rules, but it remains
an observable fact that in a relatively highly inflected language like
Latin (or Sanskrit) an overweight-final stress rule would have more
disadvantages than advantages. This does not apply in the same way to
Arabic or modern Indo-Aryan (or, of course, to English). In Hindi, for
example, the only case / number inflexions of camar (masc.) are voc.
plur. camaro, oblique plur. camaro^^ and of talmr (fem.) direct plur.
talvare, obi. plur. talvaro (likewise the borrowed kitab, kitabe, kitabo),
with no accentual shifting. Similar considerations apply to the verb; a
root such as nikal 'take out' has a number of inflexional endings, as
-na, -td, -a, -e, -e , -f, -i , -o, -u, -iye: but none of these involves a shift
of accent (thus e.g. fem. sing, past nikalT, polite imper. nikaliye); only
in the future is there an inevitable shift (e.g. nikalegt). In the singular
of the Arabic noun the accent is likewise invariable: e.g. nom.
kitabu(n), ace. kitaba(n), gen. kitabi(n) beside pre-pausal kitab (plural
and verbal forms in Arabic are not comparable because of the charac-
teristic 'internal' flexion applying to many of these).
It was noted earlier that in Latin the final syllable, apart from its
own non-accentuation, does not participate in the accentual environ-
ment. It will readily be seen that, if it did so participate, this too could
result in syntagmatically variable stress, of the type *dominus before an
initial vowel beside dbminus before an initial consonant (since the final
syllable would here be heavy and therefore the preceding light syllable
^^~ indicates nasalization.
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could not be stressed); it would thus have a similar result to that of
permitting stress on final -vc syllables.
The 'penultimate' accent, as we have seen, occurs with remark-
ably similar rules in a variety of languages — all of them imposing
some quantitative constraints on the accent (and all incidentally pos-
sessing significant distinctions of vowel length). One would not
immediately think of such an accent, with its relatively complex rules,
as a 'natural' independent choice in various languages, in the way that
one might so think of, say, an absolutely initial or final accent.^'* And
the kind of constraints applicable to the final accentuation where it does
occur in the 'penultimate-rule' languages could possibly be interpreted
as indicating that final stress is in some sense the 'target', the achieve-
ment of which is beset with difficulties for languages of this type (syn-
tagmatic difficulties in all of them, but also paradigmatic in the more
highly inflected). In speaking of 'difficulties' one is admittedly begging
the question of the 'undesirability' of syntagmatically, and to some
extent paradigmatically, variable accentuation.^^ With regard to the
latter one could, however, note the principle in Vedic and ancient
Greek of what de Saussure termed 'columnar accentuation^^ (e.g. Ved.
pita : pitaras; Gk. pater : pateres, melete : meletai), and the further
extension of this in the stress-accented modern Greek in the case of
certain nominal and most adjectival paradigms^^ (e.g. mod. prasinos,
prasino, prasinu, prasini, prasinus, prasinon = anc. prasinos, prasinon,
prasinou, prasinoi, prasinous, prasinon).
There are of course languages with unconstrained final stress-
accentuation, whether fixed or free; fixed, for example, in Armenian,
free in Russian or modern Greek. It may or may not be significant that
^''Cf. Kurylowitz (above, note 1), p. 217 (where x^ = init., \j = penult., x, =
final); "...x, et X3 se determinent d'une facon absolue, comme final et initial; x^ est
defini de maniere relative comme precedant la syllabe X|. La determination absolue prime
la determination relative...." But even a simple penultimate accent (without quotation
marks) would be less surprising than the 'penultimate' as an independent choice.
^^The same need not apply to non-accentual stress such as that I have suggested for
ancient Greek (cf. Accent and Rhythm, [above, note 7], p. 295; Vox Graeca [above, note
19], p. 165). — Avoidance of syntagmatic variation in the melodic accent of Greek may
possibly explain apparently anomalous accentuations such as anthropoi (beside anthropois):
these could be seen as a generalization of the pre-vocalic environment, thereby avoiding
a variation of the type anthropo.yV- (like e.g. anthropo.sV-) beside *anthropol.C- .
^^Cf. Kurylowitz (above, note 1), p. 225.
^^Cf. A. Thumb, Handbook of the Modern Greek Vernacular (Edinburgh 1912), p. 28
(tr. UomHb. d. neiigr. Volkssprache, by S. Angus [2nd ed. Strassburg 1910]); F. W.
Householder, K. Kazazis and A. Koutsoudas, Reference Grammar of Literary Dhimotiki
(International Journal of American Linguistics 30, no. 2), pp. 54 ff.
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in these particular languages there are no significant distinctions of
vowel length:^^ more extensive typological study might here be of
interest.
In summary, then, the trend of the above discussion is towards
the rather risque, if not outre, idea that, as Bentley said of claret that
"it would be port if it could," so the 'penultimate' accent aspires to be
ultimate, but is inhibited by constraints inherent in the quality of its
rules.
Trinity College, Cambridge
^^The vowel transcribed as ^differed from e\n Old Armenian only qualitatively. In
Persian, "duration, which had phonemic relevance in antiquity, is gradually slipping into
the background, i.e. from a basic feature it is becoming secondary, concomitant. The
basic differentiation of vowels now consists in their qualitative classification" (V. S. Ras-
torgueva, A short sketch of the grammar of Persian [International Journal of American
Linguistics 30, no. 1, 1964], p. 4): cf also 1 G. Gaprindasvili and Dz. S. Giunasvili,
Fonetika Persidskogo Jazyka \ (Tbilisi 1964), pp. 11 ff. (with further references).
